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Abstract— To extend an available period of wireless sensor
networks, transmission power control is regarded as one of
the promising schemes. In most of the previous studies on the
transmission power control, it is assumed that a transmitter
has power consumption of O(dn ), where d and n denote a
maximum communication distance and a pass loss factor. This
assumption would substantially hold under the condition that the
transmission efficiency is always constant at any transmission
power (efficiency-fixed model). In practice, however, the transmission efficiency degrades as the transmission power is reduced.
We analytically verify that an actual power amplifier with
the efficiency degradation has a power consumption of O(dr ),
where n/2.8 ≤ r ≤ n/2 (efficiency-degradation model). The
efficiency-degradation model gives the negative impact against
the transmission power control.
Index Terms— Wireless sensor network, transmission power
control, transmission efficiency, pass loss factor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advances in microsensors, integrated circuits and
wireless communication technologies enable WSNs (wireless
sensor networks) consisting of a number of small nodes to
be emerging. One of the most important issues on WSNs are
to extend an available period under the condition that each
sensor node has only a strict energy budget. For this sake,
it is effective to reduce power consumption of an RF (radio
frequency) block in a sensor node since it is one of the major
power consuming block in the whole([3], [11]).
Transmission power control enables a transmitting node to
reduce the power of the RF block to a small extent enough
to communicate with an intended receiver node, which is
expected to save the node power. Therefore, many researchers
have studied the effect of the transmission power control
in analytical manners and/or by means of simulations. Most
of these studies assume that a power in a transmitter, pTX ,
and a transmission distance, d, have a relationship, pTX =
αTX + ρTX · dn , where αTX and ρTX are constant factors
and n (= 2 ∼ 4) denotes a path loss factor ([1], [2])This
assumption would substantially holds under the condition that
the efficiency of the RF block is always constant at any antenna
power. In practice, however, the efficiency varies with the
antenna power. It turns out worse in lower antenna power in
particular.
To the best of our knowledge, the negative influence of
the efficiency variation in an RF block has not been well
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studied. [7] refers to the efficiency variation, but the above
influence on WSNs is not discussed at all. In the paper,
the author employs a linear relationship between the radiated
power, Ptx , and the DC power, Pdc , of RF transmitter: Pdc =
pTX + P ∗ 0 ≤ pTX ≤ Pmax , where  is a constant factor, and
Pmax and P ∗ denote the maximum power consumption and
the total static power consumption, respectively. The author
states that this model can be derived from data sheets of
existing PAs (Power Amplifiers) and manufactural single-chip
transceivers. This linear relationship leads to a simple model
for the variation of the efficiency, κ = pTX /Pdc , of an RF
block: κ = 1/( + P ∗ /pTX ).
In this paper, we describe the impact against the transmission power control in detail. There are a few ways to control
an antenna power. One is to change an output impedance of
a transistor in an power amplifier, and another is to vary an
amplitude of an RF input. Since the discussion of the latter
case is deeply related to an architecture of an transmitter and
its peripherals, we remain the latter case in the future and
address the former case. So, we model a power amplifier
in the final stage of an transmitter as integrated circuits
consisting of source impedance, impedance-matching network
and antenna impedance. Then, we analyze the model in two
ways. First, we introduce the matching theorem to the power
amplifier. Second, we extend it to realistic class-A and classC amplifiers, and compare the analytical results with circuit
simulation results.
The first analysis derived from the matching theorem reveals
that the power consumption of the power amplifier, pPA ,
is proportional to dn/2 . To make matters worse, the second
analysis shows that pPA is proportional to dn/2.6 in the classA amplifier and to dn/2.8 in the class-C amplifier. In other
words, it can be said that pPA is proportional to dn/m , where
we call m the efficiency-degradation factor and we name this
relationship the efficiency-degradation model (ED model). The
efficiency-degradation factor theoretically satisfies m ≥ 2,
and the efficiency of the transmission power control becomes
worse as m is larger. Consequently, the ED model brings
the different results from the conventional expression, dn
(we called this the efficiency-fixed model (EF model) in this
paper). For the transmission power control, we suggest that
a power consumption in an RF block should be handled with
the proposed ED model instead of the conventional EF model.
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where d is a transmission distance, and n is a path loss factor.
Hence, a received power, pRX , in a receiver placed d apart
from the transmitter, is give as follows:

k=1
pant=200µW
Frequency = 953MHz
pRX = -60 dBm

pRX

PA power dependencies on transmission distance in EF and ED

Figure 1 is a simplified schematic of power amplifier. Zs is
a source impedance, and the antenna generally has a 50-ohm
impedance. In this figure, an antenna power, pant , and source
power, ps , are expressed as follows:
Rant |E|2
,
(Rs + Rant )2 + (Xs + Xant )2
Rs |E|2
.
ps = Rs |I|2 =
(Rs + Rant )2 + (Xs + Xant )2

(1)

pant becomes the maximum power (and transmits the maximum power from the antenna) if the impedances are matched.
In this case, Rs = Rant and the antenna-power efficiency
is 50% according to the matching theorem. The reactances
in the equations can be canceled thanks to the impedance
matching network, which means that pant can be controlled
by changing the source resistance, Rs . When Rs is set to aRs
(Rs → aRs , a ≥ 1), (1) turns out to the following:
Rant |E|2
1
=
(aRs + Rant )2
(1 + a)2
aRs |E|2
a
ps =
=
(aRs + Rant )2
(1 + a)2

|E|2
,
Rant
|E|2
.
Rant

(5)

(6)

This equation indicates that a PA power is proportional to
the maximum transmission distance, d, to the power of n/2
instead of n. Thus the degradation factor satisfies m = 2.
Figure 2 compares the conventional EF and proposed ED
models, obtained by a simulation. The figure shows that the
transmission-power control is no use if n = 2.
III. E FFICIENCY ANALYSIS IN ACTUAL CIRCUIT

pant = Rant |I|2 =

pant =

λ2
λ2 Rant 2
p
=
k
p .
ant
(4π)2 dn
(4π)2 dn |E|2 PA

pPA is eventually as follows:

(4π)2 |E|2 pRX n/2
pPA =
d .
kλ2 Rant

1
2
3
4
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II. F UNDAMENTAL STUDY BASED ON MATCHING THEOREM

= k

(2)

Note that Rs can not be reduced, which causes efficiency
degradation as follows:
pant
pant
1
η=
=
=
.
(3)
pPA
pant + ps
1+a
A propagation loss, L, in free-space is represented as
follows:
λ2
,
(4)
L =
(4π)2 dn

In the previous section, we pointed out that transmission
control becomes less effective according to the matching
theorem. To make matters worse in an actual circuit, the
situation gets more pessimistic.
Figure 3 is called a cascode amplifier that is widely used
as a power amplifier. There are two ways to control the
transmission power.
1) Changing a bias voltage of Va .
2) Changing a bias voltage of Vb .
By changing Vb , the source impedance is varied. Besides, a
bias current, Idc , is affected by Vb . When Va is changed, a
firing angle in a transistor Ma is varied. In other words, the
operating class is varied. Theoretically, the efficiency of the
class C is much better than the class A. However, the antenna
power of the class C cannot be enlarged [10]. Thus, the class-A
amplifier is widely utilized as a power amplifier.
A. Class-A power amplifier
In this subsection, relationships between the PA power
and transmission distance are discussed. The antenna power
can be controlled by changing Vb . When Vb = Vdd , the
maximum antenna power can be obtained, while it is reduced
to zero when Vb = 0. In this manner, the antenna power is
controllable, although the efficiency gets worse than the case in
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IV. I MPACT OF DEGRADATION OF EFFICIENCY

Simulation
Analysis

In this section, we discuss the optimal number, hopt , of hops
to minimize the total power, Ptotal , of all nodes in the case
where they are evenly spaced on a straight line and the one
end node sends packets to the other. References [2], [5] show
similar discussions using EF model.
In this paper, we vary the value of the degradation factor m
for the ED model. We assume that a transmitter has the same
power consumption, PTX max , with the highest efficiency, for
any m and n at the maximum transmission distance dmax .
As a result, ρTX is expressed as a function of the value of
r = n/m as follows:

10
Eq (7)
5

0
0
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the matching theorem because of the bias current. The power
efficiency in the actual circuit is given as follows:
pant
,
(7)
η=
Pdc + ps + pant
where Pdc is the DC power of power amplifier. This is an
additional term caused by the bias (compare with (3)).
The circuit conditions are as follows:
• Circuit simulator; Advanced Design System (ADS)
2004A (Agilent Technologies)
• Transistor parameter; OKI 0.15-µm SOI-CMOS process
• Vdd ; 1V
• Va ; 0.6 V
• |vin | (amplitude of vin ); 0.2 V
• Operating frequency; 953MHz
• Quality factor of Ls ; 20
The PA power pPA is expressed as follows using a small
signal equivalent circuit for AC power and equations referred
to [9] for DC power:
pPA

= Pdc + ps + pant
χ 

βb 
1 + λ(Vdd − Vx )
=
Vb − Vx − Vt
2
2
2
2
2
· vin
+ ξ · gma
· vin
,
(8)
+ ζ · gma

where βb is its gain factor, Vt is a threshold voltage of Mb,
gma is a transconductance of Ma, and ζ and ξ are constant.
Figure 4 illustrates the PA efficiency, and it can be seen
that the efficiency is degraded as Vb is lowered. Figures 5 and
6 show relationships between the PA power and transmission
distance that are obtained by (5)and (8). The curves can be
fitted to a form of ρTX · dr using the least squares method,
in which the parameters, ρTX and r, are signified in the
figures. The results show that the PA power consumption
is proportional to the transmission distance to the power of
n/2.6. The degradation factor, m, is worse than that in the
matching-theorem case because the DC power is added to the
PA power.
B. Class-C power amplifier
In a Class-C amplifier, a circuit simulation is carried out
with Advanced Design System 2004A (Agilent Technologies),
from which m is obtained as 2.8. The results are shown in
Figs. 7 and 8.

ρTX (r) =

PTX max − αTX
.
drmax

(9)

Further, we assume that the receiving power, αRX , is a
constant.
Ptotal is given by


r
dtotal
Ptotal = h αTX + αRX + ρTX (r)
,
(10)
h
where h and dtotal denote the number of hops and the distance
between the end nodes, respectively. Substituting (9) to (10)
and performing some algebra lead to the optimal number hopt
of hops as follows:

1
 dtotal  (1−νTX )(r−1)  r
RX
, r > 1+ν
dmax
νTX +νRX
1−νTX ,
(11)
hopt =
dtotal

,
r ≤ 1+νRX ,
dmax

1−νTX

where νTX = αTX /PTX max and νRX = αRX /PTX max .
Here, we define the power reduction ratio, Rrdc , of total
power consumption with the transmission power control in
the case of optimal-hop to that in the case where each node
transmits at the maximum transmission power. Note that, in the
latter case, Ptotal is given as (PTX max + αRX ) dtotal /dmax .
Taking this into account and substituting (11) to (10), we have


 1
 (1−νTX ) 1r νTX +νRX 1− r
RX
r 1+νRX
, r > 1+ν
r−1
1−νTX ,
Rrdc =

1,
r ≤ 1+νRX .
1−νTX

(12)
Figures 9 and 10 show the characteristics of Rrdc predicted
by the EF model (n = 4 and m = 1) and the ED model (n = 4
and m = 2), respectively. It is shown in this figure that the EF
model estimates the effect of the transmission power control
more optimistically than the ED model.
The transmission power control is effective only if r >
(1 + νRX )/(1 − νTX ). This is rewritten as
νRX < r(1 − νTX ) − 1.

(13)

This expression gives an insight into the relationship among
αTX , αRX , PTX max and r.
The effective condition is depicted as effective area in
Fig. 11. The area shrinks with the value of r, and r reaches
1 so that the effective area disappears. In Fig. 12, the upper
boundary lines of the area in the case of n = 4 are drawn for
the degradation factors m = 1, 2, 2.6, and 2.8. Therefore,
a transceiver should be designed with the receiving power
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consumption and the constant component of the transmission
power consumption small enough to make the transmission
power control effective in consideration of the degradation of
power efficiency.
As shown in the above, the effectiveness of the transmission
power control strongly depends on the degradation of the transmitter efficiency. Therefore, the ED model is more suitable
than the EF model for exact studies on the transmission power
control.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In most of the previous studies on the transmission power
control, it is assumed that the power consumption of a transmitter is modeled as PTX = αTX + ρTX · dn , called EF model
in this paper, where n is the path-loss factor. In this paper, the
impact of degradation of transmitter efficiency on transmission
power control is investigated by matching theorem and analyses of a realistic circuit with the aid of circuit simulations.
As results, we developed the power consumption model named
ED model, which makes a transmitter have power consumption
PTX = αTX + ρTX · dn/m , where m is the degradation
factor. Matching theorem revealed that a transmitter has at
least m = 2, and the analyses of a realistic circuit showed
that the transmitter using A (resp. C) class amplifier has the
worse degradation factor m = 2.6 (resp. m = 2.8). We also
showed that the power reduction ratio Rrdc by the transmission
power control strongly depends on the degradation factor. To
conclude, the ED model is more suitable than the EF model
for exact studies on the transmission power control.
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